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Tonight's Bonfire Kickoff for Yearly Alumni Festivity

The stage is set. The old grads—and many not so old—are beginning to arrive. The bonfire awaits the touch of a match. The football team is ready, willing and able to take its sixteenth straight. Flares bedecked, and the decision on who will be queen is for a day.

In other words, Homecoming is just around the corner. It all gets started tonight. Everything burnsable for miles around was solicited for a giant bonfire. To the best of the BJC pep squad, students and alumni alike will rally round the flames to give the Broncos a good send-off for tomorrow night's crucial clash with the Loggers from Northern Idaho College of Education.

Immediately following the rally every student will assemble at the Union for the judging of the bead growing contest sponsored by the BJC. Prizes will be awarded and the winners will be given on the 3K float. Judges for the contest will be Dr. Joe Spinelli, College Law and History Teacher. During the rally a flaming "I" will be lit on Table Rock. These in charge of this are Dick Wartline, Lee Smith and Dave Service. A dance will complete the evening. All bears will be shed off before the dance.

Tomorrow at noon all participants in the parade will form their lineups. All clubs at BJC have made flares for the parade and several bands will be marching. The parade will start at 12:30 p.m. in front of campus. A trophy will be presented by the student council for the best float. After the parade, the B-Cubes will decorate the float field and will also present a halfback ball to the announcing of the queen.

The floats are sponsoring a sale of pennants in BJC colors with which the purchaser is entitled to one free game ticket in the east stand. Bill Hackerman's beard will be cut. To the person with the closest answer a prize of $15 will be given. Each pennant is ten cents. President Miss Helen Moore and Mrs. Thelma Allison will select a name for this coming and will be in no way. This time will be mailed in a sealed envelope and will be opened at the close of the sale of pennants.

"Harvest Moon" is the theme of the formal ball Saturday night following the game. Decorations will be in fall colors and the music will be in the music of Merle Houdsen's orchestrion. The crowning of the queen will be the highlight of the evening. Faye Spillbury is the general chairman for the affair with the following in her chairmen and committee: Decoration chairman, Howard and Bernard Fisher, with Helen Lymon, Marjorie Boles, Colleen Locke, Ruth Revester, Joan Gardiner, Eileen O'Toole, by Erna tongue, Smith, Chuck Griffin, Lowell Baker and Bob Empie.

Dance program chairman is Verda Cosby of Lewiston with Betty Bowers, Janet Jones and Jen Nelson serving on the committee. The theme of the program will be decorated by Shirley Johnson, chairman, assisted by Bill Kellenger, Student Union manager. The floor show is under the direction of Wayne Wright and Tom Smith. Arrangements will be the matter of coordination. Joan Hummer, Richard Russel, and Susan Craven are on the committee.

Invitations for the visiting team, alumni and faculty are under the supervision of Nettie Fay chairman: Rachel Hamilton, Joyce Wartline and Janet Spinelli. Publicity is being handled by Jim Murray assisted by Connie Christensen and Pat Pond. Cheaper arrangements for the dinner will be made by Mr. and Mrs. John Proctor and Dr. and Mrs. Donald Oliver. Merle Cooper is in charge and进门 in charge of the lighting effects. Students will be admitted by one activity card to a couple.

The pay band will appear with a new look for the celebration. They will be bagged out in an outfit which consists of orange uniforms and orange leaves.

Supply Store Hours

Beginning Monday the supply store will be open daily between the hours of 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. according to Mr. Jesse Lee.

In the past the store has been open from 12:30 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
WHAT ABOUT IT?

People go to football games for several reasons. Maybe it is to be with friends, to watch the game, or just to see if the team is doing well. Whatever the reason, many people enjoy going to football games.

Are you one of the students who worries about what other people think of them? Do you ever find yourself worrying about things that other people are doing? If so, you might be a worrier. A worrier is someone who is constantly worrying about things.

No one is perfect, and everyone makes mistakes. A worrier is someone who is always worrying about things that other people are doing. If you are a worrier, try to stop worrying about things that other people are doing. You can do this by thinking about your own problems and what you can do about them.

If you are a worrier, try to stop worrying about things that other people are doing. You can do this by thinking about your own problems and what you can do about them.
Elorriaga Busy Leader On Boise J. C. Campus

"He's a damn good guy, and has the interests of every student and organization at heart," says his fellow students. .. And a mighty busy man, is he! John Elorriaga, we mean. Who else on the "go" by his duties as a student body officer.

With the student council, John plans assemblies and school activities, thinks up new ways to spark school spirit, and tries to satisfy the demands of all clubs and groups on campus as impartially as possible.

Elorriaga is majoring in business administration, and plans to attend the University of Oregon upon graduating from BJC. Personal likes and favorite activities include sports, music, and dancing. As for friends, he prefers the happy-go-lucky type, and states that they should also be good conversationals.

Besides being a slightly terrific student—he's up for Phi Tha Kappa. John is also a member of a cappella choir and Intercollegiate Knights. He says of his prexy job: "It's a lot of work, and certainly has its ups and downs. The harder part is to see that every organization is fairly represented and has an equal chance ... We greatly appreciate the very good cooperation of the student themselves, and the extreme publicity toward student body government has been exception-ally good.

John joined from Junction Valley, Ore- gon, where his mother operates the Elorriaga hotel. Apparently John joined the team in the eyes of sponsors and campus in the old home town, too, for he was minor alien and posed for the all-star basketball team in his junior year.

A ejl, Etorriaga was a staff sergeant in Air Corps operations. He spent 10 of his 18 months in the service in Europe. He was in the 5th squad-
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Frosh After Rough, Tough Grid Clash

Boise Junior College.
Frosh

By DICK NELSON

It has come to the attention of this staff that all of Boise Junior College's
crowd in far back is not due to the power in the line and the熟练-kipper
running of the backs. Many of our opponent coaches seem to think that
there is no little magic connected with the notion (don't that BJC
has lack luster for 6 months?)

After observing a little and putting two and two together we are
acquainting the notion.

Our curiosity was first aroused when Ben Jayne tried to get Lyle Smith
to be a newsmaker on the trip to Ogden this fall. This Smith has quite
shocked and proudly upheld his old, blue fedora that looked much the same
for wear, and proclaimed: "I'll never discard this fine speciman. It's got touch-
down and pass in it."

Then we got to checking around and found that the old hat had been at

every one of the last 16 victories and has played 60 minutes of every one of
making the long kick with ease the field to conform his close friend but
arch-enemy, Steve Belle. But out on the field new things were beginning to
shape up. The gritty BJC crew had apparently forgotten their strained lips
and tense feelings and were determinedly moving down field in their usual
"rookoo,Esse," manner and in free smoothly executed plays scored the first
touchdown. A few minutes later the Frosh had taken possession of the ball again and had smashed to the Frosh yard line.

The JC bunch held the first down and made it a touchdown for all concerned.

When, and if, BJC ever has a trophy case we recommend that the first
article entered is Lyle Smith's faithful, old, blue fedora, as Lyle stubbornly calls his HAT.

This old pile of rain-washed felt could talk, its main topic of conver-
sation would undoubtedly be about all the white hairs that it has seen appear
in its master's head, since the unbeaten, untied string of victories started to
摸索 for wear, and proclaimed: "I'll never discard this fine speciman, It's got touch-
down and pass in it."

The Broncos got their final score on
Andy Christenson, Frosh halfback,
and Moore in amazing punting performances.

Troxel then packed the pig around the
Mead's kick was good for the
8-yard line. From there, Cole
had piled up two more touchdowns.

In the third quarter, the Frosh showed
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